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Latest developments in electric APUs
Battery-powered auxiliary power units can help to reduce emissions, fuel costs, and

engine wear.
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Examining the goals of a fleet’s operations will most likely yield a litany of objectives

surrounding efficiency and cost savings. This is true of any department, though such

objectives reign supreme for the maintenance team.

Whether finding cost savings in vehicle operation or in maintenance practices, solutions that

serve both avenues are always enticing and should be examined to enhance the way a fleet

operates. One such solution comes in the form of auxiliary power units (APUs). Particularly, it

serves fleets to look beyond diesel-powered APUs as the only available solution and consider

alternatively powered solutions, specifically electric, battery-powered APUs.

What is an electric APU?

An electric APU is a battery-based power system that can operate specific vehicle systems

without the need to have the vehicle’s engine running. The basic electric APU may consist of a

battery, or bank of batteries, a compressor, and possibly an inverter, along with hardware and

software integrations to connect to specific vehicle systems, such as the in-cab heating and

cooling, the vehicle computer system, and others.

“Today’s electric APUs are battery-powered,” said Ryan Rubly, product manager, alternative

power for Carrier Transicold, Truck/Trailer/Rail Americas. “The standard ComfortPro electric

APU [offered by Carrier Transicold] uses four Group 31 AGM batteries that are charged by the

truck’s alternator.”

Though, AGM batteries are not exclusively the power-source standard for electric APUs, as

Xantrex offers the Freedom e-GEN Lithium Ion System, which utilizes lithium iron phosphate

batteries.
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What does an electric APU do?

Electric APUs can serve a range of purposes and functions for vehicle system operation,

primary of those being to provide air conditioning and heating to the cabin. “The primary

function of the APU, such as those in Carrier Transicold’s ComfortPro APU family, is to

provide climate control for the truck cab so the driver doesn’t idle the truck to maintain

comfort during rest breaks,” Rubly said.

Mission Critical Electronics recently announced a technical partnership with ZeroRPM, which

has furthered the capabilities of the Xantrex Freedom e-GEN Lithium Ion System to include

additional air conditioning operations.

“The e-GEN core system is intended for hotel operations,” said Don Wilson, applications

engineer at Xantrex, a Mission Critical Electronics brand. “So, we are just doing the hotel

electrification, including [systems such as] the Bergstrom air conditioner. It is a DC air

conditioner meant to cool the sleeper. Our e-GEN [system] does that very well.

“The integration with ZeroRPM allows us to actually run the dash air too,” Wilson continued.

“You could power just the Bergstrom [vehicle climate control system] or just the sleeper air

conditioner; you could do just the dash; or a combination of both.”

Wilson relayed that the integration of the ZeroRPM System into the e-GEN core allows

flexibility and extended options in climate control, particularly beneficial for vehicles

operating in hot climates.
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The standard ComfortPro electric APU is primarily a cab air conditioning system. Other capabilities can be

added by specifying options such as a fuel-�red heater, an inverter for hotel loads, and a heater for truck

engine preheating.

Photo courtesy of Carrier Transicold

Beyond air conditioning, electric APUs can power hotel loads as well, though additional

specifications are typically required.
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“Some APUs can also serve as a power source for hotel loads and offer features that support

the truck power plant, such as engine warming,” Rubly explained. “In the Carrier Transicold

ComfortPro platform, most of our diesel systems are fully featured, meaning that in addition

to climate control they also provide engine warming, battery charging, and power for hotel

loads. The standard ComfortPro electric APU is primarily a cab air conditioning system.

However, other capabilities can be added by specifying different options, such as a fuel-fired

heater, an inverter for hotel loads, and a heater for truck engine preheating.”

Xantrex’s Wilson spoke to the e-GEN system and the utilization of the ZeroRPM integration

that allows for cabin heating.

“Instead of running electric heaters, that diesel engine stores a lot of heat when you shut it

off,” Wilson said. “We can still circulate the coolant into the heater core and get that heat out
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of there. But eventually that engine is going to cool down … One of the features that can be

added on is the ability to start the truck. So, when the battery gets low, what it would do is it

would start the engine, build up that heat again, shut off the engine, and then use that to run

heat.”

Wilson reiterated that air conditioning is operated electrically off a battery, though

emphasized that were the battery to get to a point where it is too low to run the compressor,

the engine could be started and charge the battery.

Furthermore, Wilson said that the ZeroRPM System components of the electric APU can

operate more than just the dash air conditioning, including the radio and “anything that you

would normally run with the engine on that you don’t get with the engine off.”

The ZeroRPM System also captures all the data associated with the engine-off technology –

utilizing the company’s Intellimetrics software to give users detailed insight into how the

system performs. A secure portal provides customized reports and graphs of fuel savings,

emissions reduction, and vehicle usage. “It pulls in runtime, downtime, hours, and stores it

all,” Wilson said.

Electric APU considerations and challenges

Understanding the operational capacity of an electric APU is one thing; understanding how its

performance impacts the vehicle’s operation, the fleet’s business operation, and the

maintenance implications can help determine whether electric APUs will work for a fleet.
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Essentially, operating an electric APU versus idling a vehicle’s engine will provide a windfall of

benefits stemming from the reduction of the vehicle’s engine runtime.

“Since it is an engineless system, an electric APU provides air conditioning comfort without

fuel consumption, idling noise, and related emissions,” Rubly said. “This saves fuel and

related emissions, providing regulatory compliance in cities, regions, and states where anti-

idling laws exist. Reducing the amount of time a truck idles also cuts wear and tear on the

truck engine, which can provide long-term maintenance benefits.

“While initial cost is a factor in an APU purchase, the most important consideration is lifecycle

cost and payback period,” Rubly continued. “Whether diesel or electric, payback from fuel

savings starts the moment the truck engine is shut off and the APU is engaged … Over time,

the use of the APU can help extend truck service intervals, helping to control operating costs,

which adds to return on investment.”

Mission Critical Electronics recently announced a technical partnership with ZeroRPM, which has furthered

the capabilities of the Xantrex Freedom eGEN Lithium Ion System.

Image courtesy of Xantrex

Beyond vehicle operations, insight from Xantrex’s Freedom e-Gen System with ZeroRPM

System integration can provide data from its use of Intellimetrics to create the opportunity for

operational efficiencies from a management perspective.

“When we’re talking about engines, a lot of people look at miles, but it is really hours,” Wilson

suggested. “We can help not only identify the hours that we have used if we needed to start the

engine, but also compare it to an existing vehicle and see how many hours you have saved.”
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“You can see information by vehicle,” said Mitul Chandrani, director of marketing, Xantrex

Business, Mission Critical Electronics, speaking to the capabilities of the data management

portal from their offering of the ZeroRPM System integration. “If a fleet has 25 vehicles, you

can see information by vehicle, and then you can also see a consolidated dashboard of all

savings in fuel, how much CO2 has been prevented from atmosphere from these vehicles, [et

cetera].”

Wilson further spoke to the sort of data captured and how it can serve to better the practices

by users.

“One of the things about the auto-start feature is if the system doesn’t work for whatever

reason, the driver can override that and manually start his engine,” he said. “Well, that kind of

information is logged. There are stories told of the truck ‘tattle-taling’ on the driver for

misbehaving and using engine power when he should be using the system.”

Though providing multiple benefits, electric APU integration and operation doesn’t come

without potential challenges.

“Traditionally, diesel APUs provide a greater range of capabilities, including higher capacity,

continuous air conditioning and heating in climate extremes, as well as ample continuous

power for hotel loads,” Rubly explained. “This can be especially important to long-haul

operators, who are subject to the 34-hour restart rule that may result in an extended break ‘at

home’ in the truck cab while on the road. In contrast, electric APUs tend to be chosen by

regional carriers where the driver may need air conditioning for a single overnight trip.”
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Specific to the use of lithium batteries, Wilson advised of system-specification challenges.

“The only drawback when we’re dealing with lithium batteries [is that] lithium batteries can’t

be left out in the cold; they can’t be left out in the heat,” Wilson said. “They have to be in the

cab, which means you have to add a battery in the sleeper.”

He added that while lithium batteries must avoid extreme temperatures, the size of the battery

pack is about half that of the traditional lead battery setup. Wilson explained that compared to

a system utilizing Group 27 batteries – typically a set of four – to get the electrical equivalent

in a lithium battery powered system requires the space of less than two Group 27 batteries, in

terms of volume.

Maintenance, charging, and battery management

Aside from fuel, noise, and emission reductions, arguably the greatest benefit offered by

electric APUs is the reduction in maintenance requirements.

“Electric APUs are also selected for their low-maintenance aspects,” Rubly stated. “With a

simpler design than [diesel] APU systems and only a few moving parts, there is far less to

service with an electric APU, and there is no engine-related maintenance such as oil changes

and various filter replacements.”

The closed-system nature of electric APUs creates an environment to be seemingly simple in

terms of maintaining its operation and performance capabilities.

“That’s the beauty of it – because everything is electronic other than the compressor itself and

the Freon lines, there are no different maintenance [requirements] than you would have on

the truck anyway,” Wilson advised. “The compressor itself is fully enclosed; you never really

need to touch it.

“If you ended up with a Freon leak, you would handle that the same way you would handle it if

it was just in the truck,” he added.

From a maintenance perspective, electric APUs inherently require proper battery

management.
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“Electric APUs are generally charged via the truck engine alternator,” Rubly explained.

“Carrier Transicold’s ComfortPro electric and diesel APUs offer optional shore power kits that

allow the driver to power the APU from any 115V outlet, providing climate control and battery

charging while utilizing zero fuel.” He added that the ComfortPro electric APU can provide

500 Btu/h of air conditioning for up to 11 hours under normal operating conditions.

Along with understanding the charging needs of the battery, a fleet should remain cognizant of

battery lifecycle expectations and when to perform appropriate replacements.

“Battery changeouts are the main maintenance requirement of electric APUs,” Rubly said.

“With AGM batteries used in most systems, battery changes may be necessary in a 24- to 36-

month timeframe, depending on use and number of charge cycles.”

However, fleets need be aware of the type of battery utilized in an electric APU system, as

maintenance and replacement intervals can vary drastically.

“The lithium battery should have, in normal usage, at least a 10-year life span before it even

needs to be touched,” Wilson stated.

Battery technology and the future of electric APUs

Electric APUs are available on the market today. Though, as the horizon nears with impending

regulations for emissions, idle hours, noise pollution, and the industry’s goal of electrification,

an understanding of the future of battery technology, and its applications to the electric APU

space, is important.

“The emerging technology is going to be [focused on] how to store energy,” Wilson said.

“Before, it was lead batteries. Big, heavy, and they go bad after a couple of years because we

really work them to death in this market.” Wilson confirmed the industry more readily

continues to adopt lithium battery technology as a replacement for AGM batteries.

“Lead [batteries] will always have their place in starting the engine; lithium batteries, they just

can’t do that kind of load in starting an engine. But for lightweight, long-term storage, lithium

– right now – is a way to go.”
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Xantrex utilizes lithium iron phosphate chemistry in their lithium-ion batteries. “The lithium battery should

have, in normal usage, at least a 10-year life span before it even needs to be touched,” said Don Wilson,

applications engineer at Xantrex, a Mission Critical Electronics brand.

Image courtesy of Xantrex

Lithium-ion batteries may receive negative attention today as potentially dangerous, though

Wilson heeded a generalization of the lithium category is inappropriate.

“Lithium scares a lot of people,” he said. “It doesn’t need to scare you as long as you

understand it, but everybody just throws out lithium like it is all the same. There are six

different chemistries of mainstream lithium batteries; some are safer than others, and some

are more volatile.”

For instance, there is a distinct difference in chemistry and application for lithium cobalt

batteries compared to lithium iron phosphate batteries. Wilson explained that while the

lithium cobalt battery is used for lightweight, small-energy storage, for applications in the

cellphone, airline, and car industries, it can be more volatile.

“When we are talking about energy storage in a vehicle – not to drive the vehicle like a Tesla –

but storage in a vehicle for electrical loads, lithium iron phosphate batteries are way less

volatile,” Wilson advised. “You don’t have the burning problems with lithium iron phosphate

that you do with lithium cobalt. And so, when you look at safe energy storage, lithium can be

scary, but if you are looking at the right chemistry, it is really not.”

Xantrex utilizes lithium iron phosphate chemistry in their lithium-ion batteries. In creating

such a battery composition, Wilson stated that to utilize such a chemistry, about a 10 percent

addition in weight and about a 10 percent addition in size was necessary, which was a

decisively acceptable trade-off for the safety offerings.

“They are UL Listed,” Wilson said of Xantrex lithium iron phosphate batteries. Underwriter

Laboratories (UL) is an independent safety science company that provides third-party

certification and can approve UL Listing. UL Listing means that the company has tested

representative samples of a product and determined that the product meets specific, defined

requirements. These requirements are often based on UL’s published and nationally
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recognized Standards for Safety. “I like the UL Listing because it means somebody else, who

doesn’t care how many batteries we sell, looked at it and made sure it was safe,” he added.

Integration of such battery technologies into a fleet’s operations today can help with plans for

the future when regulations may move the industry toward expanded electrification adoption.

Exploring electric APU specification today, even in limited capacity, can help a fleet

understand which vehicles, applications, routes, etc. may be most positively impacted with

such technology. Beyond that, testing electric APUs in a fleet today provides valuable feedback

should extensive fleet-wide specification become necessary down the road with federal

regulations requiring reduced greenhouse gas emissions and more efficient technologies. But

aside from just planning for the future, electric APUs can be implemented today – and they

offer benefits across multiple channels for a fleet’s organization.
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There is not yet a technology or algorithm capable of tracking down and correcting electrical

and lighting issues, and until there is, technicians will have to continue to troubleshoot and

correct electrical and lighting problems the old-fashioned way – through the process of

elimination. It is still a matter of power and ground.

If a maintenance department already has a well-documented preventive maintenance (PM)

protocol in place, they are likely already periodically examining the electrical and lighting

system on each vehicle.

A fleet’s drivers are the last line of defense for detecting lighting issues, so it is important to

remind drivers that they are required by law to inspect their truck and trailer before starting

their shift and again every 24 hours on the road.

Make drivers part of the maintenance team

Before a driver starts a pre-trip inspection, they might be asking themselves a few questions.

Did my fleet take the required maintenance and service steps to support proper lighting

operation on my vehicle? Did my fleet make educated decisions in selecting or specifying

electrical and lighting technology? Did fleet management adequately train me to perform a

driver vehicle inspection?

Drivers who know the answers to these questions are indicative of a well-run fleet, and well-
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trained drivers and maintenance crews work together. Without knowledge, understanding,

cooperation, teamwork, and training, even a good maintenance program can be undermined

by an uninformed, untrained driver in the field.

While there are not any legal guidelines governing how long a pre-trip inspection should take,

a proper inspection will take somewhere between 30 and 50 minutes. Doing an inspection

properly requires following a process, focus, and vigilance as the driver moves methodically

around each area of the vehicle.

Some critical lighting features that can easily get overlooked are reflectors and conspicuity

tape. These passive safeguards are there as a critical precaution and a key feature of safety and

visibility. They can also save lives in situations where lighting and power have been lost on a

vehicle.

Drivers can receive violations for having defective reflectors and conspicuity tape. Working

together, maintenance crews and drivers need to make sure that reflectors are free of cracks

and dirt. Be aware that over time, conspicuity tape can also deteriorate so that it is no longer

sufficiently reflective, thus making it a candidate for an infraction or, worse yet, a collision.

Over the long haul

It is important for every fleet to establish and adhere to a well-documented PM schedule,

including the thorough examination of a vehicle’s entire electrical and lighting system

beginning on day one.

If OEMs have positioned wiring and connectors in high-moisture areas, such as just above or

behind tires, the fleet maintenance team may want to add ancillary protective coverings in the

form of boots, plastic looms, moldings, or tubing.

These measures not only help reduce high-pressure moisture exposure, they also diminish the

potential damage that can be inflicted by rocks, road debris, and ice accumulation that can

place undue stress on wiring and connection points.

During the new vehicle inspection, maintenance professionals should make sure that all
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lighting is correctly installed and operational. They should look for wires and cables that are

bent sharply and those that come into contact with metal edges, such as where wires pass

through walls or into body cavities.

Dielectric grease can be added to grounding ring terminals that are improperly connected to a

frame member and might otherwise produce a galvanic response caused by two dissimilar

metals making contact.

To the extent possible, corrections should be made and the system augmented as needed. Any

wiring that appears to be loosely hanging should be secured. If unused connectors are spotted,

these should immediately be capped.

The cable and wiring augmentation described above will help guard against corrosion, but if

problems arise, here is what to look for. Wiring and harness problems usually come in three

identifiable categories:

1. Failure due to a grounded circuit

2. Failure due to an open circuit

3. Failure due to a short circuit

Once the vehicle is in service, maintenance personnel should focus on seals, connection

points, and cable and wiring integrity.

Fleets should follow this five-point approach:

1. Start corrosion prevention on the day the fleet takes possession of the vehicle.

2. Train drivers to perform proper pre-trip inspections (make them a part of the

maintenance protocol).

3. Train everyone on the team on how to spot corrosion and where to look for it.

4. Stick to a regimented PM schedule.

5. Replace incandescent lamps with LED lamps.

By taking some practical steps in the short term and some intelligent steps in the long term, a

fleet can ensure their trucks are safe, well-lit, and prepared for whatever they meet on the road

ahead.
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